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CHARTER INSPIRATION EVENTS TO REMEMBER
Whether you’re chartering a yacht for a special occasion or spending a whole glorious summer
onboard your private superyacht, opportunities to create unforgettable moments at sea abound. With
more charter clients searching for unique experiences to add to their yachting itinerary, Blue
International Talent, together with YACHTZOO, consistently rise to the challenge of making the
extraordinary even more spectacular.
Specialising in designing exceptional events featuring world- class entertainment for superyacht clients,
the Blue International team work closely with YACHTZOO to deliver everything from private parties
with A-list artist performances to esteemed guest speakers and hosts at prestigious events. When it
comes to providing a bespoke celebration that stands out from the crowd, the options are virtually
limitless.

UNFORGETTABLE PARTY
Hosting a celebration on a superyacht is one of the most unique ways to commemorate a special
anniversary, birthday or milestone in style. Working with Blue International and your YACHTZOO
charter manager, the team make your wildest party expectations come to life - all from the comfort of
your super yacht. While you and your guests spend a leisurely lunch and relaxing afternoon ashore,
the team commences work. Operating to a detailed brief, spaces are transformed with lighting
installations, glitter balls, dance oors and cocktail bars. Return to sea that evening and get ready to
indulge in an exceptional Studio 54-themed evening from the glamourous days of old-school disco! Is
an elegant, Great Gatsby soiree more your to your taste? Decking the yacht out in everything you
need to feel like you’ve stepped into the world of the Roaring 20s, Blue International also provide
professional dancers that enhance the theme. For a special touch, actors, make-up artists and
hairdressers, stylists and costumes can also form part of the package, allowing guests to be fully
immersed into the world of Gatsby.

WORLD-CLASS ARTIST
From internationally renowned DJs playing on the sundeck at an impressive quay-side party to your
favourite pop star performing at an intimate event: the sky is the limit when it comes to booking a
first-class artist for your celebration. Blue International Talent’s trusted relationships with
internationally renowned A-list artists and their representatives allows unprecedented direct access to
an array of the finest talent in the world. All types of requests are catered to, delivering truly unique
experiences to suit every requirement. Just a fraction of the A-list talent available to Blue International
includes David Guetta, Elton John, Mark Ronson, Alicia Keys, Robbie Williams, John Legend, Coldplay,
Nicole Scherzinger, Lionel Richie and Nile Rodgers.Who will be at your next event?

DINNER ENTERTAINMENT
As with all aspects of your superyacht charter, YACHTZOO and Blue International organise a wide
variety of options to create remarkable experiences on board. Special guest hosts or speakers to guide
the evening adds something a little different to the norm, while world-class magicians and illusionists
are amongst the most popular dinner entertainment options. From informal and intimate illusions
around the table to extravagant, spectacular magic shows guaranteed to convert even the harshest of
sceptics, seasoned professionals bring guests together and inject life into the evening.Talent options
include revered illusionist Katherine Mills, as well as TEDx Speaker Magic Singh and globally renowned
magician Dynamo; guests will re-encounter childlike wonder - it’ll stay with you all night.
Just like a charter itinerary created by the YACHTZOO team, each creative entertainment proposal is
fully tailored to the individual requirements of the client. Collaborating with owner’s representatives,
captains and charter managers, Blue International Talent and YACHTZOO guarantee an event that you
and your guests will never forget.
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